
10 Basic Steps for Container Gardening:

It’s hard for many students to: a) have the time to maintain a full garden, b) have a plot year after year in 
their possession. Good for small spaces, such as balconies, and convenient to transport during a move, 
container gardening is perfect for students who enjoy gardening and fresh vegetables, herbs or flowers.     
Here are ten basic steps for maintaining a container garden at home. 

      

1. Container Choice

Be as creative as you like! Visit local garden stores or for those on a tighter budget, check out yard sales or 
thrift stores for anything capable of withholding regular watering and soil.  Ensure that whatever choice you 
make that there is at least one draining hole, or that one can easily be made. Also, purchase a saucer to 
catch any water runoff. Remember, the bigger the better! A larger container will allow the soil to hold more 
moisture, give room for the roots to grow and allow a greater selection for your mini-garden. 

2. Preparing for Filling

If you are using a fairly large container it may be a good idea to fill the bottom with materials such as plastic 
bottles.  This will lower your soil costs and make your container lighter to move. All containers, regardless of 
size, should have small rocks laid on the bottom.  This will prevent soil loss from watering. 

3. The Soil

Container gardens need different soil than a regular garden. Soil which encourages aeration and proper 
drainage in shallow pots/containers is preferred.  An ideal mixture for your portable garden is actually a 
soilless combination!  40% peat moss, 20% pine bark, 20% sand and 20% perlite/vermiculite is the ideal 
balance... When it comes to soil choices it is best to explain your specific needs to your garden store 
specialist!  Once you have purchased your soil, it is time to get your container prepared for planting. Pour 
the soil in your container, but don't pack it too much, you want to allow the roots and water to be able to 
move through it with ease.

4. Picking your plants (the fun part!)

You can have themed planters such as an herb pot, or like colours etc., have fun with it! Just remember to 
select varieties which share the same growing conditions (soil type, light preference, watering/fertilizing 
requirements). This can be an overwhelming decision process, but with some research and help from garden 
stores you should be able to have a nice variety which works well together. Note: For containers on high-up 
balconies and indoors, remember that flowering plants need to be pollinated and may not bloom in these 
conditions, so make this consideration while picking plants. 

5. Planting!

Be strategic when planting, tallest plants in the center, followed by the medium plants.  The hanging plants 
should be placed closest to the edge. TIP: when planting a vegetable or herb container, some plants tend to 
take over the entire space (ex. mint or tomatoes). To avoid this from happening, sub-plant “dominators” in a 
smaller planter within the soil. 



.

            6. Watering

Water regularly, but not too much! Watering tends to be the most difficult balance to achieve when tending 
garden. Watering frequency is determined by weather (if outside), pot material, size and placement 
(amount of sunlight it receives). Let the soil be the main indicator; if it’s dry to the touch, water until 
water runs out of the drainage hole. 

7. Feed your plants!

Fertilizing on a weekly basis will ensure your mini-garden is a success! Watering depletes the soil of essential 
nutrients and plant feed will re-add them.

8. End of the season care

When having a mix of perennials (living throughout the year and years to come) and annuals (plant that 
completes its entire life cycle within the space of a year) in your container will ensure it will look good all year r
round, it requires an end of the season clean up.  Annuals need to be removed and perennials need to be 
brought in if outside to survive the winter. 

9. Prepare for winter

I If your container was outside, give it a forceful shower to chase off any insects and their eggs before bringing 
I            it inside.  Make sure that you put it in a place which receives a lot of natural light to ensure winter 

survival. Also note that the watering schedule will change from coming outdoors to inside. 

10. Enjoy your container!

Herbs Edible Greens Flowering Plants
Tarragon
Chives
Parsley

Marjoram
Cilantro
Oregano

Basil

Arugula
Baby Bok Choi and other

Baby Brassicas
Tom Thumb Lettuce

Bibb Lettuce
Spinach

Cornflower
 Calendula

 Nasturtium 
 Morning Glory

 Johnny Jump Up
 Cosmos

Extra Tips:

- Fruiting plants (tomatoes, peppers, etc.) need more soil than green plants 
(lettuce, etc.), so think about this with your container choice size. 
- Less is more! Overcrowding plants can have a negative impact on your yield. 
One tomato plant will produce more tomatoes than 4 tomato plants in the same 
sized plots.
- Container plants need lots of sun. If you have partial shade herbs and greens 
are a better choice.
- If you are setting up a roof top garden, it is best to put up some sort of wind 
barrier.


